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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
No long philosophical meanderings this time out - Just a

presidential message long enough to tell you that there are lots of

things happening this summer in the Centre to which you are all

cordially invited .

The Observers' Corner meetings continue at their usual location

throughout the summer, with, we think, an interesting set of programmes.

So, if on some Sunday afternoon you get tired of the usual routine of

lounging i n the sun, mowing th e lawn, barbecues, or trips to the

favorite vacation spot, why not drop by an O.C. get-together an d talk

astronomy with us for a while?

A full schedule of Observing Sessions i s planned for the next few

weeks. TH e July Observing Session dates were announced i n the previous

issue of STARDUST. I n this issue you'll find information on the roster

of events for August and early September. B y this time of year, the

perpetual twilight glow will have diminished considerably, allowing for

some really super b viewing of the summer skies. Thi s is when a dark

site like Buck Mountain comes into its own. Chec k the dates, times,

maps, etc. elsewhere i n STARDUST an d we trust we'll see you down there!

In early September we have the lunar eclipse, an event not to be

missed, even if we do have to sacrifice a good night's sleep to do so

(such i s the life of an astonomer!). I n conjunction with this event,

we are planning a lunar eclipse seminar, open to the general public,

of course, and to which all RASC folks are welcome. Ther e will also

be a public observing session arranged for the night of the eclipse

itself.

The Observing Site Project, despite one or two minor hitches, is

proceeding quite nicely, and should provide us with an interesting
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summer of work. You r participation is more than welcome. Phon e

Dave Beale, Observing Site Director, at 474-0811 for more informatio n

about upcoming work parties, planning meetings, etc.

For once, that's all I need say! Chec k the rest of STARDUST for

lots more details on Augus t and September activities. Hav e a great

summer and we'll see you in the fall!

- Alan Dyer

EDITOR'S MESSAGE
Welcome t o the super-thick Summer Issue of STARDUST. I  realize

that it is not good editorial policy to take everything received and

sent it back out to the readers (you'r e supposed t o hoard som e of the

goodies against leaner months) but most of the material sent in is

very current and demands instant reading. S o here it is, the

thickest issue of STARDUST eve r put out.

With the next meeting of the Edmonton Centre falling on September

10, I have set the deadline for submissions fo r the September issue

at August 13. Thi s is the second Monday of August, so please try and

get everything in as close to that date as possible.

Much more critical is the deadline for the October issue .

PLEASE have any and all material for that issue in to me AT THE

MEETING OF SEPTEMBER 10 . M y time during September will be extremely

scarce, what with a show opening on the 15th, STARDUST t o get out by

the end of the month, and NORTHSTAR (th e Planetarium Association of

Canada newsletter) also due out at the same time. So...deadlin e for

the September issue is August 13, and deadline for the October issue

is September 10.

Have a happy second half of summer and remember, darkness returns
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by mid-August!

Paul Deans

PLANETARIUM NEW S
Congratulations are in order. O n July 9t h th e Queen Elizabeth

Planetarium became the proud parent of a bouncing baby trailer unit!

Parent and trailer are doing fine...in fact the trailer is already

filling up nicely. Th e rear area of the Planetarium has temporarily

taken on a spaceous look with only a few people scattered here and

there. Bu t alas, that will not remain.

The Queen Elizabeth Planetarium will be performing another

function for the City of Edmonton, and specifically the Department of

Parks and Recreation. Approva l has been given for the Planetarium to

provide the Department with a full range of audio-visual services .

This will include everything from complete and complex slide-tape

shows down to requests for copies of slides or the shooting of art-

work for simple slide presentations. I n order to do this properly,

several new staff members will be added to the Planetarium. The y will

be either temporary, or hired on a contract basis (ie only when needed)

and will include a writer/director, a graphic artist, a photo

technician, a clerk-typist and an audio engineer. Onc e everyone is

properly squeezed into the facility, one and all should be as snug as

the proverbial bug that was inhabiting the alleged rug.

"Summer Starlight", a programme dealing with the stars, and

constellations of summer plus meteors, aurora and other astronomical

sights, runs throughout the summer. Th e mini-show deals with the

first manned lunar landing that took place 10 years ago.

Paul Deans
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G A UPDATE
The Gathering of the Centres in London Town

During the weekend of May 18-21, astonomers from across Canada

descended upon London, Ontario for the 18th Annual R.A0S.C. General

Assembly. Abou t 200 people attended this year's G.A., surely one of •

the best attended General Assemblies ever. Thre e folks from the

Edmonton Centre attended the London G.A., Franklyn and Audrey Loehde,

and yours truly, your official National Council Rep.

I arrived on Thursday Ma y 17, giving me a good chance to get

settled in and have a wander around the University of Western Ontario

campus before the hectic weekend began . I t was on the U.W.O. campus

where the main G.A« proceedings were held, and the beauty of the campus

- its traditional architectural style and wide open spaces - certainly

contributed to the success of the weekend.

On Thursday night, several of us drove out to a London Centre

member's private observatory just outside the city, and with

David Levy's expertise (David i s from Kingston) we were able to spot

the supernova in M100, which at the time was nearby as bright as the

galaxy itself, near llth mag.

The next morning, a few of us had the pleasure of being inter-

viewed by Peter Jedice, a very active London Centre member, for his

weekly Cable TV show on astronomy. Frida y afternoon's principle

item of business was the National Council meeting (I have summarized

the proceedings of this event in this month's "Merton Street News"

column.) A t some point after that, most of us went out to dinner at

the London Centre's favorit e restaurant, but due to the fact that this

poor little eatery had never seen so many people in their establish-
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ment at one time before (let alone th e fact that they were all

astronomers!), we did not manage to eat and get out of the restaurant

until nearly 8 P.M. B y this time the scheduled wine and cheese party

was over, so I am unable to report on the vintage of the wine or the

flavour of the cheese.

We rushed over to Room M147 i n the Medical Sciences Bldg . for

what was called, oddly enough, the M147 Session, an informal showing

of slides, eclipse photos, Centre activities, etc. Geral d Shieven of

London started the session with a review of the life and times of that

little known astronomer, P.D.Q. Messier. I t was at this session tha t

the Toronto and Kingston Centres presented their well-prepared slide

shows on their respective eclipse expeditions. O n behalf of the

Edmonton Centre I presented a 10 - minute slide talk reviewing our

Centre activities for the past year or so.

Afterwards, we sauntered over to the Hume Cronyn Observatory,

built in 1940, an d which houses a 10-inch refractor. Th e view of

Saturn was quite excellent to say the least.

On Saturday morning, the delegates, most looking rathe r bleary-

eyed, attended the first of two paper sessions which featured a

number of interesting talks by R.A.S.C members from various Centres.

In the early afternoon we were able to tour through the displays of

the Canada-Wide Scienc e Fair, an impressive event although there was

a noticeable lack of student projects that had anything to do with

astronomy.

Saturday afternoon, and we're off on the buses for a tour of the

U.WoO.'s Elginfield Observatory. It s 48-inch (122cm) Ritchey-Chretien

reflector is the third largest optical telescope in Canada. Fro m there

the action shifted to Weldon Park for an outdoor barbecue meal, the
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Fourth Annual R.A.S.C. Pyramid, and the Ottawa - Toronto baseball game.

(The Toronto OG' s trounced the Ottawa Photometers 13 to 1 !). Th e

scheduled observing session was clouded out, but there were a few

telescopes floating around just to remind people that this was an

astronomical society!

Saturday night, and the BIG EVENT had arrived - time for the

R.A.S.C. Song Competition. Th e participants wer e ready and the

audience was packed into the small Residence lounge, anxious to hear

the first entry. Afte r one or two warm up tunes, the London Centre

Orchestra and Chorus sang their ditty, "The Australian Astronomers '

Drinking Song", done to the tune of the Gilbert & Sullivan selection ,

"The Queen's Navy". Thre e members from the Kingston Centre (th e

Kingston Trio of course) contributed a lively number, then it was

Ottawa's turn. No w those in the crowd who had not seen the Rocky

Horror Picture Show probably missed some of the humour of their song.

But fo r the initiated, Ottawa's entry "Let's See Orion Again" was a

sheer delight. Th e competition judges , Norm Sperling an d Marie Fidler

decided tha t the winner was the London Centre, although if you saw the

award you would probably conclude that it was not such an honor!

By Sunday afternoon everyone had recovered sufficiently to

attend the Annual R.A.S.C. business meeting, which in itself was an

experience and a half! Ther e was much haranguing about the legalites

of amendments to amendments to By-Laws, with both parties threatening

a showdown (lawyer s at 30 paces!). Bu t the matter was settled and

the rest of the meeting ran quite smoothly.

The grand Finale was next on the agenda - the Annual Banquet -

Awards Ceremony and Guest Speaker. Th e presentation of the Awards and
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Observing Competition prizes itself was an evening's entertainment:

Holland Noel de Tilly of the Centre d'Astronomie awarded the R.A.S.C.

Service Awards. Warre n Morrison, an unattached member from

Peterborough, Ontario won the Ken Chilton Prize for his independent

discovery of Nova Cygni 1978. An d Rolf Meier of the Ottawa Centre won

the prestigious Chant Medal for his overall contributions to amateur

astronomy. Thi s was the first time this award had been presented

since 1967 .

The Edmonton Centre faired very well in this year's Observing

Competition. Dav e Beale, Darrell Cross, Dave Belcher and yours truly

all won prizes for various entries of astro-photography. Plu s the

Centre itself won second place (tied with the Kingston Centre) for our

Centre exhibit slide show.

After the dispersal of all these many tens of prizes (lik e

Christmas day all over again!), we all sat back and enjoyed the feature

presentation for the evening, a talk about "Space Colonization" by

the driving force behind the whole idea, Gerard K. O'Neill. I t was a

very enjoyable talk, though met with some degree of skepticism. Th e

principle concern from the audience was of course the prospect that

with all these colonies and solar power satellites floating around,

the night sky will be so bright as to literally wash out ground based

astronomy.

On that note, the G.A. officially ended. Th e next day, quite a

few delegates elected to go on the optional tour of the Bruce Nuclear

Power Station, which, to say the least, provided an interesting adjunct

to O'Neill's talk of the night before. However , your author was off

to the sights and sounds of Toronto on the Monday, via the Ottawa
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Centre's boogie vans.

In conclusion, I' d like to thank the London Centre for their

tremendous work and their hospitality i n organizing thi s year's ver y

enjoyable G.A. I t was a success, and was one indication of the very

healthy state of the R.A.S.C. these days .

Halifax in '80?

- Alan Dyer

MERTON STREE T NEW S
A semi-regular column featurin g news and items of interest fro m

the National Office and Council o f the R.A.S.C., with headquarters at

.124 Her ton Street, Toronto, Ontario. Thi s month's column feature s a

summary of business carried out at the National Council meetings

held as part of the R.A.S.C. Genera l Assembly, May 18-21, in London,

Ontario:

RASC DISPLAY AT IAU GENERAL ASSEMBLY -

In August, the International Astronomica l Unio n will be holding

its triennial congress i n Montreal. Th e RASC has been asked to

prepare a display advertising RASC activities. Th e Committee in

charge of preparing this display has asked each Centre to submit 2

color prints of their activities for Inclusion in the display

boards. (Th e Edmonto n Centre has sent off 2 photos - one of aurora

photographed at one of our Buck Mtn. sessions, the other of

Starnight '79, Indicative of our observing an d public education

programmes.)

ASTRONOMICAL CALENDAR -

Ian McGregor (Toronto Centre) expressed th e hope that the

Calendar would be ready by autumn, but noted that he needed help.
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He suggested that perhaps he could use some of the material in the

IAU display.

TRAVEL GRANTS -

Almost $1200 has been dispersed across Canada by the National

Office to various Centres to assist them in sending thei r official

representatives to the General Assembly las t May.

EXCHANGE SPEAKER PROGRAMME -

The Finance Committee recommended that up to $1000 per year be

made available from the interest revenue from the Paterson Fund to pay

for the Exchange Speaker Programme as proposed by the Edmonton Centre.

All requests for grants from this fund to the various Centres wishing

assistance in financing the exchange of speakers must be in to the

National Offic e by Sept. 1, 1979. Th e National Counci l would deal

with the requests in late September. (Th e Edmonto n Centre is current-

ly putting together a request for funds with the Ottawa Centre,

enabling our two Centres to exchange speaker s next year. W e may also

pursue subsidized exchanges with Winnipeg an d Vancouver, but as of

this writing, this is still uncertain.)

SPECIAL PROJECTS FUND APPLICATIONS -

Edmonton Centre was granted $350.00 from this Fund for our

Shopping Centre Display project, a project which created much interest

at the recent G.A. Thi s was the first official grant to come out of

the Special Projects Fund which was set up recently by the National

Office to assist Centres in their capital construction projects . U p

to $3500 is available each year. Thi s year, we were the only Centre

to apply.
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REPORT OF THE EDITOR OF THE JOURNAL -

Dr. Lloyd Higgs reported that a good supply of material i s at

hand for future issues. Financially , th e costs to members for the

Journal and National Newsletter in 1978 were given as:

Journal $4.8 2 ($2.9 0 for junior members )

Newsletter $3.5 0 ($2.1 0 for junior members )

(This Is, in effect, what each member pays out of his or her annua l

membership fee for these Publications.) Th e subscription rate for

1980 t o Libraries and institutions for the Journal will be raised

to $35.00.

N.R.C. AND ONTARIO GOVERNMENT GRANTS -

The annual National Research Grant received by the RASC has been

increased from $7150 to $8000. Th e Society has applied to the Ont.

Covn't. for a grant for $3000. Thes e grants are applied specifically

to the publications.

THE SIMON NEWCOMB AWARD -

This new award, initiated by the Halifax Centre, is for an

outstanding essay on an astronomical topic . Thi s year's winner was

William J. Calnen of the Halifax Centre for his submission

"Astronomy at King's College, Windsor, N.S." Thi s essay will appear

in an up-coming issue of the Journal.

PRESIDENT'S VISITS TO CENTRES -

Dr. John Percy reminded councillors tha t he would like to visit

all 18 Centres before his term expires in mid-1980. (W e in Edmonton

are hoping to have Dr. Percy as our guest speaker at one of our

winter-1980 General Meetings. )

FUTURE GENERAL ASSEMBLIES -

The 1980 O.A. will be held jointly with the Canadian Astronomical
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Society (th e organization of Canadian professional astronomers) in

Halifax, fro m June 28 to July 1, probably at St. Mary's University.

The 1981 G.A. will be held in Victoria, B.C. during, appropriately

enough, the Victoria Day long-weekend. Th e 1982 G.A . is scheduled

for Saskatoon, while Ottawa is considering hosting the G.A. i n 1985 !

THE SEARCH FOR A NEW NATIONAL OFFICE LOCATION -

The Property Committee reported that a number of properties la

Toronto were considered i n which part of the building would be rented

to tenants by the Society. I t was decided to be wary of buying a

property in which th e Society would have to rent out some of the

space to tenants.

The next National Council meeting will be held in Toronto on

Sat., Sept. 29th at 124 Merton Street. I t has been suggested that

the winter Council meeting be held at a suitable location in Western

Canada, depending on whether or no t enough people would attend . (Th e

Edmonton Centre has offered to host such a Council Meeting. )

- Alan Dyer
Nat. Council Rep.

CENTRE NEWS
THE EDMONTON/SASKATOON EXCHANGE; This June the Edmonton and Saskatoon

Centres conducted our third speaker exchange since initiating the

programme in 1976. Thi s year's exchange proved to be very successful,

and a lot of fun for everyone involved. O n Friday, June 8, Doug Beck,

President of the Saskatoon Centre , visited us and presented an excellent

talk at a special meeting held at the U. of A. Physics Lounge . Doug' s

main topic was a review of some of the astronomical consequences of

Einstein's theories, footnoting his talk with many insights into the
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personality of Einstein. T o this, Doug added a slide show depicting

the Saskatoon Centre's eclipse expedition to S.E. Sask., as well as

showing us the construction process by which th e Saskatoon Centr e

built their new Centre Observatory. I n short, it was a meeting

programme that we're sure was enjoyed by one and all.

Aftet Doug's presentation, the meeting adjourned to the 7th Floor

of the Physics Bldg. to view the newly-completed astronomical exhibits

in the hallway which leads to the rooftop Campus Observatory. I n

spite of the strong glow of twilight, we were able to view Jupiter,

Saturn and the moon through the Tinsley 30-c m Cassegrain telescope .

From there, several of us trundled over to the "home office" of Rod

McConnell where with merry abandon we proceeded to tear apart the late,

late shows with snide and sarcasti c commentary whilst, listening to

Meat loaf and the Rocky Horror Picture Show soundtrack! I t was an

intellectually stimulating event which capped a very entertaining

evening. Durin g the three days Doug was in Edmonton we were able to

show him around town and fill him in on all the weird, wonderful and

sordid details concerning ou r Centre, insuring tha t Doug would leav e

our city knowing more about the Edmonton Centre than he ever thought

he needed to know!

Actually, as a direct result of this exchange, Doug was able to

return to Saskatoon with ideas for several important projects for

their Centre to work on over the next few months.

OUR MAN IN SASKATOON AND VANCOUVER; A s our half of our exchange with

these two Centres, we sent Alan Dyer to Saskatoon an d Vancouver to

give the talk "Discovering th e Universe - Together", a summary of

current Edmonton Centre activities. Th e Vancouver presentation was

at thei r June 12 General Meeting, held in the Auditorium of the Museum
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and Planetarium complex . Abou t 50-60 people were in attendance. Ala n

sends this report, "The curious thing about the Vancouver Centre was

the fact that everyone I spoke to at the meeting, both Council members

and "ordinary" member s alike, bemoaned th e fact that their Centre was

not as active as they would lik e to see. I f everyone feels that way,

especially th e general membership, then surely th e first battle in

getting the Centre moving has been won. Wha t remains (an d this is

no easy task) is for eVeryone who wants to see the Centre more active

to make some contribution, however small, to the great amount of work

involved i n getting the Centre rolling. Certainly , the new public

Observatory nearing completion adajacent to the Planetarium could

become a tremendous focu s for Centre activities. M y general impressio n

was that the Vancouver Centre was a group with great potential.

On June 18th Alan visited the Saskatoon Centre , saw their

Observatory located about 10 minutes drive from the south edge of the

city, as well as the private observatories of Gordon Patterson and

Doug Beck. Ala n comments, "What impressed me most about the Saskatoon

Centre was their programme of "membership education" , ie. they run

courses i n astronomy fundamental s and astrophotography for thier

membership which are quite separate from their meetings and outings.

These courses cover both the theoretical as well as practical aspects

of amateur astronomy, with a great deal of emphasis on "hands-on "

instruction in areas like darkroom techniques. However , these

courses are not to be taken lightly - they come complete with final

exams. I n this very successful Saskatoon Centr e programme, then, we

have the inspiration for what could be quite a popular set of intro-
t<

ductory astronomy sessions for members here in Edmonton.
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SURVEYING BUCK MOUNTAIN; Alon g with our application for a lease on

Buck Mountain as our Centre Observing Site we must submit a detailed

set of plans outlining th e proposed development of the site, the

location of buildings, etc. Thi s requires that we conduct a survey

of the Site to establish the location of the Site boundaries and

proposed building locations in relation to legal boundary lines. B y

the time you read this, the survey will have largely been completed,

with many thank s due to Ivan Rogers and Jay Bowser. Jay , while not a

member of the Centre, was a godsend to us, providing us with the use

of a $12,000 Hewlett-Packard distanc e measuring device, saving us no

end of labour. Thank s to this unit, and to Jay and Ivan's expertise ,

we now know the distanc e from the entrance to Buck Mtn. to the grid

road turn-off to within a fraction of an inch. (I t turns out to be

19,561.44 feet.) Th e measurements and distances were needed in order

to map th e site layout.

Even though the survey and Site planning i s nearing completion ,

it is not to o late to include plans fo r private observatories. I f

you are contemplating construction o f your own observatory at

Buck Mtn., please contact Dave Beale,  as soon as possible.

We need details on the size and type of proposed structure, etc .

Speak now, or it may be too late.

A STEP BEYOND THE MESSIER LIST; Whil e the Messier catalogu e of 110

objects represented many of the finest galaxies, clusters an d nebula e

within reac h of the amateur telescope, there are many other deep-sky

objects up ther e which Charle s Messier overlooked o r was unable to

see (he only had a 2.5 inch telescope), but that in today's scopes

are well worth looking at . Mos t of these objects are contained i n

the New General Catalogue , compiled in the 1880's by J.L.E. Dreyer,
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a list which contains over 7000 deep-sky objects. (NGC 6720, for

example, is the famous Ring Nebula, otherwise known by its Messier

number, M57. )

Currently, several Edmonton Centre observers are working on a

$ lis t of 110 of the best NGC objects, ones that are not on the Messier

list. (Th e Double Cluster in Perseus, for example, has no Messier

number, but is known as NGC 869 and NGC 889. Anothe r beautiful NGC

object is 4565, — a  magnificent edge on spiral galaxy. NG C 7009 is

the "Saturn Nebula", NGC 6826 is the famous "Blinking Planetary Nebula",

I etc., etc.) Onc e this list is complete, it will combine with the

Messier Catalogue to provide the deep-sky observe r with a reference

list for just about every deep-sky objec t brighter than 10th - llth

mag* and which i s relatively easy to see. Naturally , deciding which

are the "finest" objects involves som e subjective judgment; ofte n an

object which is officially listed as being bright is in real life very

elusive and disappointing. Therefore , we have collected together the

observing experience of the Edmonton Centre, as well as asking some

members in Saskatoon and Vancouver to assist u s in compiling the

, A list. Th e NGC List should be ready later in the summer, as soon as we

settle some debates over whether NGC 246 is really as invisible as it

seems, or whether this cluster is actually richer and more beautiful

than that cluster, etc.

SOME IDEAS FOR OBSERVING PROJECTS; Mar k Leenders, our observing

Chairperson, is currently mulling over some ideas for observing pro-

jects in which Centre members may want to assist:

1. Th e first was suggested to us by Doug Welch of the Ottawa

Centre and would be carried out in conjunction (i n fact simultaneously)

with Ottawa Centre members. I t involves taking simultaneous photos
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of the moon from our two locations, and by measuring the position of

the moon on the photos in relation to nearby stars, we could determine

the distance to the moon! D o I hear someone saying that it's already

been done? True , true, but it would be a neat exercise in long-

baseline parallax observations. W e may try to set this up for lunar

eclipse night, Sept. 6.

2. Th e lunar eclipse itsel f is worthwhile investigating. B y

timing the earth's shadow as it crosses various pre-selected lunar

craters, one can determine the actual size of the earth's shadow, a

figure which is never quite equal to the theoretical size of the

shadow. Mar k has received a pile of information on conducting this

experiment from an astronomical society in Australia.

3. Th e Perseid meteors are likely to be very active again this

year, despite the interference of a waning gibbous moon. Ther e has

been some argument as to whether the Perseid shower, traditionally

one of the best each year, is becoming even more active. Perhap s we

are moving into a denser clump of cometary debris? Th e obvious way to

find out is to sit out there and COUNT meteors. Mar k Zalcik and Mark

Leenders will be orgainizing a group to do just that during the peak

of the Persdid shower on the weekend o f Aug. 11-12. A  pair of eyes

is all you need to observe meteors; Mar k and Mark will supply the

report forms.

4. O n Sept. 11/12 we have the opportunity to witness a grazing

occultation of a 3.6 mag. star. Thi s is an event where the moon

passes in front of a star, but only just barely, so that the star is

seen to wink off and on as it passes behind mountains and emerges into

valleys on the moon's limb. I t is an exciting event to watch, and by

careful planning, useful data about the profile of the moon's edg.e and
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its position i n space can be garnered. Observer s of a graze who are

stationed even just a few hundred feet apart often see a noticeably

different series of occulation "events"; and to observe a graze

properly, a team of observers is required. Fo r more information

on the Sept. 11 and 12 event see pp 80-87, and 91 of the Observers'

Handbook.

Interested i n taking part in any of these programmes? Cal l

Mark Leenders at 0 so he can fill you in on the details.

A TENTATIVE OBSERVATION O F A WHITE-LIGHT FLARE: O n June 3 Dave Beale

was exploring the pock-marked surface of the sun with his Celestron 8

equipped with a full-aperature Celestron solar filter. H e reports

seeing a localized brightening of the photosphere within one partic-

ularly complex sunspot group which was near the centre of the solar

disk at the time. Th e brightening lasted for only a few minutes.

This sounds like a white-light flare , a rare event - perhaps only

2 or 3 are observable per year.

AURORA - IF YOU CAN'T BEAT 'EM...; Wit h the sun being so active

these days, the frequency and brightness of aurora is on the increase

as well. Wheneve r ther e is a flare or explosion on the sun, an aurora

is sure to follow, usually 2 or 3 days later. Indee d a bright aurora

was Observabl e i n the deep blue twilit sky on the Wednesday following

the Sunday, June 3 event described above, although prior to and

immediately following Wed., June 6 no aurora were reported.

In the past few months, several members have obtained some

excellent results i n their attempts at photographing the aurora.

Generally, they recommend a fast wide-angle len s (the faster and

wider the better) and Ektachrome 200 or 400 film. Th e exposure time s
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s s
commonly used are anywhere from 5 t o 30 , depending on the brightness

and degree of motion of the display. O f course, the camera must be

securely fastened to a tripod or some such device. A  bright aurora

display can appear any night and can be quite visible (and photo-

graphable) even from the city. S o keep your eyes to the night sky.

OBSERVATIONS OF A SEYFERT GALAXY; Dav e Holmgren, one of our deep-sky

friends, reports the observation of a rather unusual object. Calle d

NGC 4151, this object is a "Seyfert" galaxy, a class of objects

believed to lie somewhere in an evolutionary process between normal

galaxies (like ours) and quasars. Seyfert s are marked by unusually

active nuclei. Thi s object has a bright, star-like nucleus which

varies between 10 and 12 mag. Betwee n May 27th and June 18th Dave

made seven observations, detecting an irregular magnitude fluctuations

between 11..5 and 12.0. Thi s is a remarkable set of observations,

especially considering they were made from the city, with a Celestron 5,

and during the period of maximum interference from the perpetual

twilight glow. (Fo r more information on variable galaxies, see p. 131

of the "Observers' Handbook.")

QUESTAR REP. VISITS EDMONTON: O n June 2, several Edmonton Centre
~~~ ~ " '

members had a chance to meet and talk telescopes with John Kidner, the

Canadian representative for the Questar Corp. H e had with him a

Duplex Questar 3.5 as well as the new Questar 700mm F/8 telephoto lens.

John was in town on a sales trip, and mentioned that he may be back

here (he normally lives in Southern Ontario) around the end of August.

We extended an invitation for him to attend our joint Calgary/Edmonton

observing session on Aug. 24 - 25.

THK ASTRO-BUDDY PROGRAMME: I n the last issue of STARDUST , Rod

McConnell outlined his proposal for an astro-buddy system whereby
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older members could take on the personal tutelag e of a young member,

particularly assisting the m with observing sessions, us e of equipment:,

learning the sky, etc. We'r e sure everyone agrees that Rod's Idea is

an excellent one and we would very much like t o get it rolling as soon

as possible. W e need young members eager to learn more about the sky,

and older members wishing to take on the responsibility of helping a

younger buddy. I f you fall into either of those two categories,

please give Rod a call at . I f we can get a couple of lists

of names going, we can start to match up people - but the system will

not work without your participation.

GETTING THE JOB DONE: Whe n the new Centre By-Laws were being drafted

up last summer, it was decided tha t there were several jobs i n the

Centre that need to be looked after each year, but that would not

require that the person be elected to the position by the general

membership. Thu s we created several "portfolio" position s tha t would

be appointed by Council. A t the May Council meeting, the following

portfolios were assigned t o various members of Council and of the.

Centre:

Observing Site Director Dav e Beale 

Public Education Director Ste w Krysko 

Social Activities Director Audre y Loehde 

Orientation and Welcoming of New
Members Dav e Belcher

The Librarian positio n is still available (se e th e ad elsewhere I n

this issue). W e need someone t o look after the maintenance of the

Centre Library collection, the binding of our extensive Sky and

Telescope collection, th e loan of books, the acquistion of new

volumes, and informing members of library news. Th e Centre Library
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Is located In the back office area of the Q.E. Planetarium. D o we

have anyone out there with experience In this field? Indeed , do we

have anyone, with or without experience, who would be interested in

the joh? I f so, please give Ted Cadien a call at your convenience at

.

ON BUCK MOUNTAIN, NO ONE CAN HEAR YOU SCREAM. O R

SACRIFICING AND DEBAUCHING AT SOLSTICE TIME; O n Friday, June 22, the

Second Annual Buck Mtn. Summer Solstice Sacrifice and Debauchery too k

place, ushering in the season of summer and the coming of darkness,

with warmer days but longer nights. (Wha t more could an astronomer

ask for?) A  total of 16 celebrants took part in the ritual consuming

of weiners and marshmallows whilst chanting tunes from the Rocky

Horror Picture Show. Th e aforementioned crow d included: RAS C members,

friends of members, Planetarium staffers, and people dragged off fehe

streets of Breton. A t midnight, a sacrificial watermelon was offered

up, after being incised by one mighty knife-blow wielded by

past-president Gary Finley. Durin g the evening, all manner of light-

ning nnd thunderstorms were seen looming on the horizon, but the fact

that none of them passed over Buck Mountain was a sign that the

elemental spirits that haunt the night had indeed been appeased. Som e

of the group actually managed t o tear themselves awa y from the

frivolities around the campfire in order to do some observing. Th e

summer Milky Way was barely visible against the twilit sky, allowing

a casual sweeping of numerous deep-sky wonders. A t approximately 2:0 0

A.M., some of the participants began their trek back to the lights of

civilization, while the remainder elected to spend th e night on the

summit in order to witness the alignment of tents and parked cars

with the rising of the near - solstice sun.



The next day, via a direct telephone link, we learned tha t a

simultaneous Sacrifice and Debauchery was being held in the wilds of

Quebec, with members of the London, Kingston and Montreal Centres in

attendance. Ceremonie s were also taking place in London, Ontario it-

self jind in New York State, by members of the Syracuse Astronomical

Society!

We can only conclude that the S. & D. Is a growing phenomenon,

rapidly sweeping the continent. W e can be justly proud that i t all

started right here; Buc k Mtn. is the Mecca for solstice celebrants.

Next year - the Third Annual S&D!

AT LAST! INCORPORATION : Full y 1 8 months from the time we firs t

started the procedure for the drafting and approval of our new Centre

By-Laws, the process has been completed. Th e Royal Astronomical

Society of Canada, Edmonton Centre Is now officially Incorporated

(ie. registered ) as a non-profit society under the Societies Act of

the Province of Alberta. Th e Certificate of Incorporation is dated

June 14, 1979. A s was reported in the last issue's "Centre News "

column, a few more final revisions were made to our By-Laws in order

to make them conform to Provincial requirements. Thes e revisions

were made and the umpteenth version of the By-Laws submitte d June 12.

The total cost to the Centre for the incorporation process was about

$50.00 (for various application fees, Xeroxing costs , etc.). W e are

fortunate to have had the free legal advice of the R.A.S.C. solicitor,

Miss Donna Haley. Fo r her assistance, and for the assistance of

Rosemarie Freeman and Norman Green, the Society's Executive and

National Secretaries, we are greatly indebted. Than k you.

One final comment for posterity: -  if any future Council has

to go through this procedure again (o r any other Centre for that
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matter!), we strongly recommend that they gain access to a word

processor machine. I t would make revisions and re-typing So much

easier!

THE BECKONING BRIGHT LIGHTS OF THE BIG CITY: I n August one of our

members will be departing for Toronto t o pursue her astronomical

education. Kare n FInstad, who recently completed her degree in Physics

at the U. of A. has been accepted into a program of graduate studies

in astronomy at the University of Toronto. This will likely be a \^ to

2 year program, with the starry skies of Las Campanas and Mauna Kea

awaiting the happy graduates. Betwee n her departure from Edmonton in

mid-August and the commencement of University, Karen will be attending

the International Astronomical Union conference In Montreal - the

event for professional astronomer s (althoug h I  bet they don't have an

I.A.M. Song Competition! - A.P.D.).

To Karen, then, we can only say that we hope the Toronto Centre

Is at least half as much fun as we trust she's found Edmonton to be.

We'll miss you, good luck!

(Alas, it has come to our attention that Karen has too much

wisdom. Therefore , it has been decided to remove some of it — spec -

ifically th e wisdom in her mouth. Wha t a way to leave!)

If you've items of interest fo r future "Centre News" columns,

just give Paul Deans a call , 8:30 - 4:30 Mon. - Fri.), and

give him the details. Anythin g dealing with your astronomical

activities, telescope - making projects, observing results, etc.

would be welcomed.
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AWARDS
Here are some further details on the new set of Edmonton Centr e

awards. Th e exact nature of the actual awards i s still being worked

out, but each of these should be ready by the fall, in particular,

for presentation at the annual November Banquet. W e expect tha t each

award will consist o f a certificate o r some style of engraved plaque .

Here are the award categories:

1. Observe r of the Year Award - To a Centre member who during the
previous year, has demonstrated outstandin g achievements i n
observational astronomy .

2. Astro-Photographe r o f the Year Award - To a Centre member who
during the previous year has demonstrated outstanding achievements
in astronomical photography .

3. Amateu r Telescope Maker of the Year Award - To a Centre member who
during the previous yea r has demonstrated outstandin g achievements
in the design and fabrication of telescope equipment, special
astronomical instruments o r accessories.

4. Th e President's Award - To a member (or members) of the Centre
who has made outstanding contributions i n time and effort in
service t o the Centre and to the R.A.S.C., or to the popularization
and advancement of astronomy in general .
Nomination Procedure: I n the fall of this year an awards committee
of 3 will be appointed by Council to consider nominations fo r all
of the above 4 awards, or, if necessary, t o generate its own
nominations fo r these awards if none are forthcoming from the
general membership. Th e President of the Centre will also submi t
his nominations fo r the President's Award t o this Committee. S o
for now, please give these awards some thought, and if you can
come up with a nomination or two, please submit your proposed
names to the Awards Committee as soon as it is formed (we should
be able to tell you who's on the Committee, etc. in the Sept.
edition of STARDUST.)

5. Th e Messier Certificate - As of this writing the Messier
Certificate itself is still being designed, but the application
form is ready and has been included in this edition of STARDUST.
To be eligible, you must have observed all 110 Messier objects as
defined without any assistance from fellow observers. Thi s may



sound strict, but we already have 3 Centre members who meet these
requirements, with a couple more getting very close to completion. T o
get the Certificate you must submit the application form, since this
is not an award for which someone else nominates you. Eac h year we
hope to add one or two more to the list of successful Messier hunters,
so if you observe deep-sky objects at all, make a point of keeping
track of each new object you see. Ver y soon you'll se e your list
grow to a substantial size. Onc e you get over half the Messiers,
you're well on your way to the Certificate. Loo k to future editions
of STARDUST for helpful articles on how to locate deep-sky objects
and trac k down such elusive targets as M83.

If you feel you are already eligible, please fill out the

application form and send i t along to Mark Leenders, Observing Chair-

person, the address listed on the form. Th e Certificate itself will

be presented to you in person at one of the autumn General Meetings,

or by mail sometime after mid-September or so.

If you are a member who observers largely in isolation fro m the

rest of the Centre membership (perhap s your residence is far from

Edmonton), you may find it difficult to locate two other Centre members

to vouch for your observations and co-sign th e form. I n this case,

please send in the application for m anyway with your signature and

with an explanatory note to this effect. Whateve r information you

can include to help prove the veracity of your observations would be

appreciated.

Obviously, we want to see everyone who is eligible receive the

Certificate, without making them do so much work t o pjove their

observations that they might never bother to apply in the first place.

We trust that each time the Certificate is awarded it will be an

inspiration to many others in the Centre t o complete this observations

and apply for the Certificate as well. O f course the goal is not to

be awarded a prize, but to see each of the Messier objects, most of
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which are the finest of all the many thousands of deep-sky wonders .

We simply want to encourage people to look at the sky, and to

recognize the achievements of those who have done so in a systematic

manner.

- Centre Council

LUNAR ECLIPSE
INTRODUCTION; Contrar y to what you might think, total eclipses of the

moon are actually less frequent occurences tha n total eclipses of

the sun. I n 1978 ther e were two total lunar eclipses, neither of

which were visible fro m Edmonton. Befor e that, the last lunar eclipse

was in 1975. Whil e theoretically visible from Edmonton, a sky full of

clouds made short work o f the theory. Th e last total eclipse of the

moon that was visible in its entirity from Edmonton was on Jan. 30, 1972,

The next one is not until 1982. Eve n though total lunar eclipses are

not as frequent as total eclipses o f the sun, when they do occur

they are seen over a much wider area of the earth (abou t half the

planet) as opposed to only along a narrow eclipse path.

A total eclipse of the moon occurs when the moon passes through

the shadow of the earth. A s with the lunar shadow, the shadow of

our planet in space has two parts: th e lighter, outer "penumbra" ;

and the dark, inner "umbra". Whe n the moon is contained only within

the penumbra, the eclipse is usually undetectable; the event only

begings to get interesting when the moon comes into contact with the

umbra. Initially , of course, we see only a partial eclipse, with

the section of the moon not in the umbra looking much like the normal

full moon. A s the moon creeps into the umbra l shadow , more of the

moon grows darke r until 2nd contact. A t this point the entire disk
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of the moon is within the umbra, and all that is visible in the sky is

a ghostly remnant of the once brilliant ful l moon. Th e moon now glows

a deep red, illuminated only by the light of all the sunsets and

sunrises occuring on the earth at once. Ho w bright the moon appears

during totality depends on how deeply it penetrates the umbra and on

how much cloud cover and dust there is in the atmosphere of earth.

With clear air on our planet, more sunlight filters through our

atmosphere and into the umbra. I f you were on the moon at this time,

you would see the sun eclipsed by the earth.

Jkc. Sequence of. Event* at a Totat EcJJip^e. of. the. Moon. - • • -

PENUfflORAL
SIIADOtlJ

\V OCCURS DETUJEEN 2nd and 3rd CONTACTS -

A PARTIA L UR1BRA L ECLIPSE I S VISIBL E D E TIDE EN
1st an d 2n d CONTACT S AN D 3r d an d 'It h
CONTACTS

DEFOfJE 1s t CONTAC T an d AFTE R -1t h CONTACT THE
ECLIPSE I S ESSENTIALLV UNOETECTABL E tUIIIL E
THE inOO N I S 10 1 Til IN TH E PENUIHDRA .

,
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SOME PERTINENT DATA; September' s lunar eclipse occurs early on th e

morning of Thursday, Sept.6. I t is a matter of staying up late

Wednesday night, or getting up very early on Thursday morning. Th e

point on the earth where the moon is directly overhead at midnight a t

mid-totality is near Samoa. Fo r those In eastern Canada the moon wil

set before the eclipse ends, but we are fortunate enough to be able

to see it all.

THE TIMES (All Are Mountain Daylight Time)

Moonrise (Wed. , Sept. 5) 7:5 9 P.M.

Moon enters penumbra (Thurs. , Sept. 6) 2:2 0 A.M.

1. Moo n enters umbra; Partial eclipse begins
(1st Contact) 3:1 8 A.M.

2. Tota l eclipse begins
(2nd Contact) 4 : 31 A.M.

Middle of eclipse .....4:5 4 A.M.

3. Tota l eclipse ends
(3rd Contact) 5:1. 7 A.M.

4. Moo n leaves umbra; Partia l eclipse ends
(4th Contact) 6 : 30 A.M.

Sunrise 6:5 0 A,M

* Moonset 6 : 51 A.M.

Moon leaves penumbra 7:2 8 A.M

Length of Totality = 46™
Length of Umbral Eclipse = 3 12 ™

Altitude of the moon at mid-eclipse = 18 °
Azimuth of the moon at mid-eclipse = 231 °

The moon Is in the constellation of Aquarius during the eclipse.

OBSERVING THE ECLIPSE: As with total eclipses of the sun, probably

the best instrument to view this lunar eclipse is a low power tele-

scope or a pair of binoculars. Unlik e solar eclipses, lunar eclipses
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happen nice and slowly; the various shadow contacts are gradual

affairs and you have lots of time during totality to sit back and

enjoy! Tak e careful note of the colors of the shadow, especially its

edge as it moves across the lunar disk. Blues , reds, oranges,

yellows are all colors that have been noted at previous eclipses, and

low power observations (o r even using the unaided eye) often reveal

the subtle color variations better than a high magnification.

This will likely be a "bright" eclipse, since the moon does not

penetrate deeply into the earth's shadow; the eclipse is barely total.

Therefore one edge of the moon will remain quite bright, perhaps al-

most white or blue, with the rest of the lunar disk fading off into

deep red. Th e effect may be similar to the Jan0 30 , 1972 eclipse.

Watch the motion of the moon during the eclipse since it will

likely pass in front of several stars as it moves across the sky and

through the shadow. Th e instantaneous occultation s and reappearances

of stars from behind the lunar disk are fascinating to watch, but are

especially easy to see while the moon is in darkness.

OBSERVING PROJECTS; I f you wish to observe the eclipse in a more

systematic manner, here are some ideas for projects, none of which

require equipment any more elaborate than a small telescope and a

watch accurate to 0.1 minute.

Coloration - Try to describe the colors seen during the eclipse

as objectively as possible. Person s with art experience would be

especially suitable for this. Perhap s you might want to try sketch-

ing the eclipse, as a camera often will not record the colors the way

the eye sees them.

Darkness of the Eclipse - There is a 5 - point scale for

classifying th e darkness of lunar eclipses:
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L = 0 Ver y dark eclipse; moo n almost invisible, especiall y at
mid-totality.

L = 1 Dar k eclipse; gra y or brownish coloration; detail s on lunar
surface distinguishable onl y with difficulty.

L = 2 Dee p red or rust-colored eclipse ; wit h a very dark central
part in the shadow, and outer edge of the umbra relatively
bright.

L = 3 Brick-re d eclipse , usually with a bright or yellow rim to
the shadow.

L = 4 Ver y bright copper-red or orange eclipse; wit h a bluish,
very bright shadow rim .

How will you classify thi s eclipse? B e sure to include informatio n

on your optical instrumentation when submitting a report.

Penumbra - Before the partial umbral eclipse begins, at what

time can you first recognize an y penumbral shading on the moon?

Also, during the partial stages, examine the penumbral border to the

dark, umbral shadow. Wha t is the visible width of this border,

estimated as a fraction of a lunar diameter. Wha t color i s it?

Enlargement of The Umbra - At every lunar eclipse, the diameter

of the earth'§ umbral §liadow i§ about 2H larger than called fo r by
the geometry of the eclipse. Thi s effect is due to the earth's

atmosphere. I t varies fro m eclipse to eclipse fo r reasons not fully

.understood. Th e amount of enlargement ca n be deduced from careful

timings of when lunar craters enter or leave the umbra. Thes e

timings can and should be made accurate to 0.1 minute, with the

crater center being the standard timing point. Mar k Leenders has a

batch of information o n this project; i f you would lik e to help out

in these observations giv e him a call as soon as possible.

PHOTOGRAPHING TH E ECLIPSE; Man y opportunities aboun d for acquiring

some unique and attractive photographs of September's lunar eclipse.
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Here is a summary of some of the recommended techniques and exposure

data. Bu t please bear in mind that any suggested exposure times are

only approximate and are based on past lunar eclipses. Eac h one is

different, plus local factors such as haze, altitude of the moon,

reciprocity failure of your film, etc. may alter these exposures.

You have lots of time, even during totality, to take lots of photos;

you may even wish to try 2 or 3 different kinds of films. Bu t no

matter what you decide to do, careful planning i s the best assuranc e

of success.

The "Streak" Photograph -  A stationary camera equipped with a

normal focal length lens and securely fastene d to a tripod can be used

to photograph the entire eclipse on one frame. A s the moon moves

across the sky during the eclipse, the camera's shutte r is held open,

with the result being a "light streak" on the film the width of the

moon and which gradually fades from white to yellow to red and back.
again as the moon moves in and out of totality. A  normal lens for a

35mm camera has a field of view of about 40 acros s the long

dimension of the frame. Thi s is enough "room" to record the continu-

ous motion of the moon across the sky for over 2^ hours. Th e <

exposure shoul d be started so that the moon will be in the middle of

the frame at mid-eclipse, and care must be taken in aiming the

camera so that the moon does not move out of the frame during the

exposure..

RECOMMENDED FILMS: Kodachrom e 64, Ektachrome 64, Fujichrome 100 .

RECOMMENDED FOCAL LENGTHS: 50m m

RECOMMENDED EXPOSURES: 2  hours + at F/16

The lens must be stopped down to avoid excessive ligh t build-up on

the film from the sky and surrounding lights.
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Multiple Exposure Photography - A variation of the above technique

uses the same equipment, but instead of letting the moon's motion blur

its image across the film, the photographer takes many short exposures

at regular intervals. Th e result will be a photograph with mulitple

moons in the sky, each one recording a different stage of the eclipse.

Again, the photographer must take care to ensure that the moon during

the eclipse will move across th e field of view of the camera in the

correct manner.

RECOMMENDED FILMS: Kodachrom e 64, Ektachrome 64, Fujichrome 100 .

RECOMMENDED FOCAL LENGTHS: 50m m - 135mm

RECOMMENDED EXPOSURES: Se e the chart below for suggested exposure

times at various eclipse stages. Th e exposures should be made about

every 5-10 minutes. Th e diurnal motion of the sky carries the

moon its own diameter in about 2 minutes, and exposures made more

frequently than this would create overlapping of adjacent images .

Wide-Field Photography - During totalit y the moon can be treated

as essentially another deep-sky objec t within a starfield, and as

such can be photographed using the standard techniques fo r constellat-

A ion or piggybacked deep-sky photography. A  location far from city

lights is useful in this brand of photography. A  stationary camera

with a jrast lens can record the eclipsed moon surrounded by many

stars in only a few seconds. B y mounting the camera on a guided

equatorial mount, longer exposures can be made without the stars

trailing, yielding a photo with many more faint stars surrounding a

brilliant red moon.
*

For a stationary camera:

RECOMMENDED FILMS: Ektachrom e 200 or 400

RECOMMENDED FOCAL LENGTHS: 50m m - 200mm
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RECOMMENDED EXPOSURES: 2Q S with a 50mm lens, no longer than
5S with a 200mm lens, at F/2 - F/2.8

For a clock-driven piggy-backed camera:

RECOMMENDED FILMS: Kodachrom e 64, Fujichrome 100 ,
Ektachrome 200 or 400

RECOMMENDED FOCAL LENGTHS: 50m m - 200mm

RECOMMENDED EXPOSURES: 20 S to 10™ at F/2 - F/2.8

Set your drive for the sidereal rate.

Close-up Photograhpy - As with the Feb. 26 solar eclipse, this is

the typ e of photography most people will want to attempt. An d as

with solar eclipses a focal length of at least 400mm (for a 35mm

format camera) is necessary i n order to yield a large enough lunar

image on the film. Th e longer the focal length, the better. 2000m m

is nearly ideal, but as focal lengths increase, lenses and telescopes

generally become slower. A t F/ratios of F/ll to F/16 the exposures

times for the totally eclipsed moon are in the order of half a minute,

and a carefully aligne d equatorial mount, clock-driven at the lunar

rate is essential t o ensure the sharpest photos. Usin g a shorter

focal length and/or faster system eases this requirement somewhat, f a

but at the cost of a smaller, grainier luna r image. Lif e is full of

compromises!

RECOMMENDED FILMS: Ektachrom e 200 or 400

RECOMMENDED FOCAL LENGTHS: 400m m - 2000mm

RECOMMENDED EXPOSURES: Fo r an F/10 - F/ll system such as a
Celestron C90, 5" or 8"
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ASA
64 10 0 20 0 40 0

Uneclipsed full moon 1/30 S 1/60 S 1/125 8 1/250 8

Moon deep in penumbra 1/15 S 1/30 S 1/6Q 8 1/125 8

Moon half in umbra:
EVENT Portio n in penumbra 1/4 S 1/8 S 1/15 S 1/3Q S

S S  * i R
Portion in umbra 1 5 8 4 2

Beginning of totality 30 S 15 S 8 S 4 S

Mid-Totality 12Q S 60 S 30 S 15 8

o

For F/8 system divide these exposures by two ie. 1/15 become s

1/30S, 30S becomes 15S.

For an F/5 to F/6 system divide these exposure s by four ie. 1/15 '
S S  S

becomes 1/60 , 30 become s 8 .
o

For an F/16 system, multiply these exposures by two, ie. 1/15
S S  S

becomes 1/8 , 30 become s 60 .

^Bracket all exposures by at least + 2 F/stops or their equivalent in

shutter speed increments .

For undriven, stationary camera, the maximum exposures tha t can

be used before the motion of the moon blurs the image are as follows :
Q

400mm Focal length - 2
800mm Focal length - 1 S

1200mm Focal length - 1/2S
2000mm Focal length - 1/4S

If your lens/film combination require s luna r eclipse exposure s

longer than these (see the above chart), then your camera must be

mounted on a clock driven equatorial mount.

Another trick to ensure sharp photographs (by avoiding excessive

vibration) is to use the camera's mirror-lock-up device , or, better

yet, to use a black card held over the front of the lens or scope as

a shutter instead of the camera's own shutter. Thi s "hat trick"
c

method is good for exposures longer than 1/2 o r so.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION: Phon e Dave Belcher (433-4026), Rod McConnell

(439-1649), or Alan Dyer (482-4209) for more details on lunar eclipse

photography. Consul t the following magazine issues for relevant

articles: Sk y and Telescope - Feb. 1976; Aug. 1975; May, 1975;
March, 1975; and April, 1972.

Astronomy - Aug.,1975; and May, 1975.

Many thanks to Rod McConnell for supplying much useful informatioi

via his "Current Curriculum" article.

REMEMBER; Whil e it may occur at an inconvenient time of the night,

this is the last total eclipse of the moon until 1982, which is the

year all the planets line up and the world ends anyway! S o if we

miss this one, we're out of luck! A s in February, so it is in

September - good luck to us all.

- Alan Dyer
Edmonton Centre, R.A.S.C.

WHY BUC K TH E MTN?
It is becoming increasingly obviou s that our perfect observing

site isn't so perfect after all. Wonderfu l plans have been drawn up

in the past few months for the Edmonton Centre's new observatory...

plans that include several large observatory domes (housing twelve ,

fourteen and sixteen-inch telescopes), the Pink Flamingo, or warm-up

lodge (for those of you who aren't familiar with one of the latest

private jokes floating around the Center) and various support facil-

ities. Fairl y extensive research has gone into the planning of these,

buildings, in particular the cost. Unfortunately , when planning such

a venture many important things can be overlooked. Usuall y these

little matters can be cleared up by small expenditures fro m the

center's funds. Invariabl y what happens however, is that these little
•

•
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matters grow in number, and hence, the small expenditures become large

investments.
w

*** Ther e is one thing in particular tha t has crep t up lately tha t

sort of amuses me. I t seems that in all the planning and organizing

no one considered the fact that we'd,...yes....actually have to pay

TAXES on the land and buildings in our possession at Buck Mountain.

I'm not blaming anyone for the oversight, as I had no ide a we would

need t o pay Taxes. Bu t it does seem that since the question was

brought up, there have been a few red faces among members of the

council. Why the red faces? Well , with the possibility of being taxed

for a small house-sized lodge , the idea of the "Pink Flamingo" has

been scrapped. So , as a result, when you're out there observing in

the middle of winter, its (once again) back to the car to warm up.

The idea of members even using the site has become less

attractive. Fro m what I understand ther e will be a ten dollar per

year fee for those interested in using th e site. I' m not sure

•wheather this applies t o those who use the site once or twice a year,

or just to those who use it every week-end, fo r whatever purpose.

• Fo r those of you putting an observatory dome on the site there

is an added bonus. No t only will you have to pay your own taxes

for the building (whic h seems logical) and pay the $10.00 users fee,

but ther e will be an additional charge of $10.00 per year for site

maintenance. O f course, its not for the maintenance of your dome or

• telescope , that's your responsibility. Wit h no Pink Flamingo what's

to be maintained?

Well, with taxes, users fee and even just your regular RAS C dues,

the price to each user could be $100.00 or more per year.

It doesn't end with money matter s either. I t seems that the

Forestry Department, who own the site , would not tak e kindly to
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center members pouring concrete observing pads for their portable

telescopes. I f this is the case, why bother driving for 1% hours

to Buck when one could go to Elk Island Park in half the time.

If the Forestry Department doesn't like the idea of simple

concrete pads, I wonder what they'll say to sinking concrete piers

and foundations for the permanently mounted telescopes and domes.

If I can remember correctly, we've been searching all this time for

a place to stick these permanent buildings .

If we've got to pay all this money for a site that has minimal

facilities for portable telescopes, that we can't put our observator y

domes on an d that is l̂ s hour drive from the city, it seems we are

back where we started, two years ago, without a proper observing site .

Stew Krysko

OBSERVING NOTE S
Mercury: I s at Greatest Elongation Wes t on the 18th, at which time

it stands 16° above the eastern horizon at sunset. O n the
20th the moon is near the planet, while on the 30th,
Mercury and Jupiter are only 0.7° apart . O n this date
the two planets will be 10° above the eastern horizon at
sunrise. —  i

Venus: I s too close to the sun to be seen.

Mars: Rise s four hours before the sun and is well up in the
east at sunrise.

Jupiter: Fo r most of the month is is too close to the sun to be
seen, but it may be glimpsed next to Mercury on the 30th.

Saturn: Ma y be glimpsed low in the west after sunset for the
first few days of August, but afterwards it is too close
to the sun to be seen.

If any of you happen to be in the south Atlantic or Pacific

Oceans, or in southern South America or in Antarctica on August 22, do

watch out for the annular eclipse of the sun taking place there...
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otherwise, forge t it. Naturally , we will all remember to observe tli e

Perseid meteor shower which peaks at 5pm M.D0T. on Sunday August 12.

Both Saturday night and Sunday night should be good observing for the

50 or so meteors per hour expected, but the Last Quarter Moon which

rises at 23:23 on the 12th (an d 22:57 on the llth) will hamper

observations.

Moving into September, we find the Lunar Eclipse — time s etc can

be found in a previous article. I n addition, there will be occulta-

tions of various stars in the Hyades by the moon during the early hours

of September 12th (Wednesday morning). Chec k the Handbook (an d next

"month's STARDUST) fo r further details.

Paul Deans

OBSERVER'S CORNE R
Observer's Corners; Th e O.C.'s are continuing t o offer a wide variety

of presentations by Centre members on all aspects of amateur astronomy,

as well as featuring the usual bi-weekly roundu p of slides, astro -

photos and observing results. Th e dates and topics for August and

September Observer's Corners are as follows:

August 5 - A "prep" session for the Perseid Meteor show hosted

by Mark Zalcik and Mark Leenders. Include d will be a review of

observing and photographic techniques. Othe r up-coming observin g

projects will also be reviewed.

August 19 - Franklin Loehde will be discussing planetar y observing

and sketching techniques, as well as enlightening u s on the why's and

wherefore's o f grazing occultation observing, somethin g the Centre was
•

quite active in many years ago.

September 2 - The upcoming Luna r Eclipse will be the main topic

— ho w to observe it, how to stay awake while observin g it, and in
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particular how to photograph i t with everything fro m wide-angl e

lenses to telescopes. Hoste d by various members.

September 16 - The 130 Finest NGC Objects - Alan Dyer, assisted

by various observers, will be presenting a run-down on the recently

completed NGC list, reviewing th e BEST objects to observe in each

constellation,, Illustrate d with slides, charts, 8x10 glossies, etc .

ALSOj A  Lunar Eclipse slide show (w e hopel).

As is usual, the Observer's Corners are held at the University

of Alberta, Physics Building (4t h Floor), RM 445 (The Physics Lounge)„

The O.C.'s get underway at 1:30PM.

1. Saturday , August 11; Buck Mountain; starting around IQiOOPM-

Mj.Dj/r̂  —  Thi s is of course the Perseid Meteor Shower session,

where up to 50 or 60 meteors, many quite spectacular, can be seen by

a single observer per hour. Howeve r thi s year the shower peaks

inconveniently on Sunday night, plus a waning gibbous moon will wash

out the fainter meteors later in the evening. Moonris e on August 11

is about 11i00PM. Eve n with this handicap, the brighter meteors, the

ones worth seeing anyway, will still be plainly visible. Ther e will

likely be observers going down to Buck Mountain on Friday, Aug. 10

and Sunday , Aug. 12 as well. Bu t the moonlight and the prospect of ^

having to get up first thing on Monday morning may discourage many

people from making the trip to Buck on those nights. Yo u may wish to

consider heading out to Ellerslie instead . Bu t Buck Mtn. is definitly

on for Saturday. A s mentioned in the Center News column, several

members will be undertaking a systematic recording of meteor counts,

times, brightnesses, etc. I f you'd like to help out with this, your

assistance would be greatly appreciated. Phon e Mark Leenders at

437-7410 for more information .

•
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2. Friday , August 17 and Saturday, August 18; Buck Mountain;

starting around 9;30 - 10; 00 PM M.D0T0 A  dark-of-the-moon weeken d for

- al l sorts of deep-sky viewing and photography of the spectacular

summer skies. Th e summer Milky Way is gorgeous, and the profusion of

objects around Sagi.ttarius shoul d still be visible in the early

evening. Augus t and September are prime months for observing, so

don't miss out this year.

3. A  Camping Weekend Down South; O n the same weekend, Aug 17-18,

several members are planning a lengthier excursion to Plateau Mountain,

about 80 km SW of Calgary. Thi s is a Forestry Lookout Station , at an

altitude of 8500 ft (2800 m). Ther e is a recreational area at the

top of the mountain. Anyon e interested in this trip is invited to

call Dave Beale at 474-0811 for more information, directions,

departure times, etc.

4. Friday , August 24 and Saturday, August 25; Buck Mountain ;

starting around 9:30-10;OOPM M.D.T.. A s with the previous weekend's

session, we ask that everyone simply meet out at Buck Mountain at

the above times. Th e map provided in this issue should assist you in

^finding your way out there. I f you do not have transportation, please

do not hesitate to phone Mark Leenders (437-7410) and he will do his

best to arrange a ride for you. Onc e again, you may wish to consider

camping overnight at Buck. Brin g mosquito repellent and warm clothing

— evenin g August nights can be chilly, especially by the time 3:00AM

rolls around!

The Lunar Eclipse: Elsewher e in this issue you'll discover ads

for two Lunar Eclipse-related events .

On Tuesday, September 4th, the Center is holding a Lunar Eclipse

Seminar for the general public„ RAS C members are more than welcome

to attend. Th e location is the Music Room at the downtown branch of
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the Edmonton Public Library. Th e Seminar starts at 7:30PM; the fee

is $4.00 for advanced registration, $6.00 at the door. T o advance

register, send your cheque or money order for $4.00 to Stewart Krysko

14633 Summit Drive, Edmonton. Fo r more information, phone Stew at

452-4046.

On Thursday morning» September 6 we are holding a public

observing session daring the eclipse itself. Th e Lunar Eclipse

Starnight takes place at the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium from 3:00AM

to 6:OOAM (Yes » that's AMS). Th e admission is free to all. I f you

would like to view the eclipse in the company of a few other intereste d

folks, why not attend? Brin g your telescope or binoculars„ I f you

would like to take photographs, some of the other RASC members present

may be able to assist you. Lots of free coffee will be on hand for

RASC members and guests. A C power will be available in front of the

Planetarium for telescope drives.

Whether you attend the Eclipse Starnlght with the rest of us

sleepy-eyed folks, or just glance out the bedroom window in the

comfort of your own home, don't miss the Eclipse — it' s the last

one for several years. I f you get some good photos of the eclipse be 'i

sure to bring them along to the subsequent meetings. (Th e Sept. 16 '

Observer's Corner will hopefully featur e an Eclipse Round-up).

COMING UP IN SEPTEMBER; Th e first General Meeting of the new

season (Septembe r 10th); a special Sky Familiarization Sessio n at

the Planetarium; an Ellerslie Observator y Orientation Session; a

tentative grazing occultation expedition; and lots of prime season

observing sessions. Watc h the September issue of STARDUS T fo r

more details on these and other events.

-
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EDMONTON CENTR E LIBRARIA N

: Thi s is a volunteer position responsible for —

- The maintenance of the Centre Library collection of book:; and
periodicals .

- Supervising the loan of books at each General Mooting.
- Acquiring new and used volumes through donations and

- Preparing for Council a budget for the purcliase of new booku.
- The binding of our periodical collection into a set of

hardbound volumes .
— Infori.iinp ; members of library news , recent acquisitions, and

borrowing procedures .

The Librarian position is a non- voting Council Portfolio.

JjL ijjou. gfia inJiCJioAtcdt ijou cute. JJivLted to

***** Te d Cadiai, Cenbie.  Viz&-f>A.eAuiervt .........  *** **

FOR SALE

reflecting telescope, 110mm, 900mm focal length, 20mm and 6nu n
lluygens oculars, barlow, setting circles, slow motion controls on two
axes, cast mount, wooden tripo d support. Cal l David Mackie at
after 5:30 pm.

Meade 6" f/5, complete with all accessories including case , sola r
filter, 2 eyepieces. $500 . Phon e Dave Beale 

80mm Carl Wetzler refractor, 1200mm focal length, equatorial mount c/w
setting circles. Ful l range of eyepieces plus low power erecting
prism, barlow lens, sun projection screen plus extras. Excellen t
condition. Askin g $850. Phon e Steve at 

Wooden Observatory Roof — open s into 4 sections. Mr . K. Curry,
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We will be covering all aspect s of hou i eclipses occur, the sequenc e o f
events nt this total eclipse, how t o observe th e eclipse an d what phenome r
i|ou shoul d loo k for, an d how t o photograph th e eclipse: choosinq films ,
focal lengths, exposure times, etc.

TIME: 7:30 Pff l t o 10:3 0 Pdl
DATE: Tuesday, September 4th
PLACE: Edmonton Public Library ; (ilusic Room (Downstairs )

7 Sir Winston Churchill Square
FEE: $4.0 0 (advance d registration) ; $6.0 0 (at the door)

REFRESHMENTS WILL B E SCRUE D

To prc-renister, send your name and address, along with a  cheque or money
order for $4.00 to STEUJAR T KRWSKO, Public Education Director

 

Eclipse STARNiqk r
A publi c obsnrv/in q sessio n for the total eclipse of the moon, hosted b y ^
RASC, Crimonton Centre and the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium. ^

TIME: 3:00 Afil t o 6:0 0 Afll .  Lot s of fresh cof
DATE: Thursday morning , Sept. 6 mil l be on hand —
pLACEl Quern Elizabeth Planetarium, Coronation Park
ADMIJ3GION: Free!

DURATION OF PARTIAL ECLIPSE: 3:10 Adi - 6:30 Afil ( 3h12* )
DUP^ATION OF TOTAL ECLIPSE: ^1:3 1 A(I l - 5:17 Alii (  /I6" )

All UAS C member s an d quests are inuited t o attend . IHar k you r calendars an
snt yriu r alarm clncksl I f you con, pleas e bring your telescope o r binocul
Vour assistance in providing instrumentatio n for th e general public to lo
through mould be greatly appreciated. AC power will be auailable. Ther e
should b e lots of time, even during totality, fu r you to take your photos
observe the  eclipse, and let a  feu i ottie r curious folks gaze through your
scope as i n nil.
FOR (noR E DETAILS: PHONE the Planetarium(455-0119)or Stew Krysko



.THE EDMONTON CENTR E NEA R SIT E
The Ellerslie Observator y house s a  2U-cm
rafractor, designed an d bui.l t b y Tony UJhyt e
and Dou g llornbeck . Th e Site(an d Observatory )
-is availabl e fo r us e b y an y membe r of th e
Edmonton Centre . However , to use th e Obser-
vatory, you must b e checked ou t o n the
instrument beforehand. Key s to the
Observatory ca n b e picked u p fo r a n
evening's use from :

N

(Dark Leender s 
Dave Bcal o 

I'lhen arrivinn a t th e Site:

- Par k i n the areas shown in
the detail o f the map
opposite.

- Try no t to shine you r
headlights on observers
or the residence .

- l! e quiet . Remember ,
someone is living there .

- Kee p th e are a CLEAN.

FQR [iluRE . INFORMATION
on hou i t o utilize this
Site, call:

w-

Site-L̂ ZTZT:
or

- lilark Leender t
(ODSERUIFJG
CHAIRPERSON)

— Dav/ e Deale
(ODSEFJUING SIT E
DIRECTOR)

at the abov e no .

Ellerslie Road
2 miles (3.2km )

2 miles
(3.2km)

MWY 2
SOUTH

45 Ave.

--23 Avc.

Elevator

Traffic Liqht ;

TO CALGARY, LEDUC
INT'L AIRPORT,
BUCK MOUNTAIN

'RNOECK MAILBOX

s
e
r

Hornbeck
Residence

hed

Parkino
•Linht



THE EDMONTON CENTR E DAR K SIT E
approval o f ou r Leas e Application )

Tlir tota l distanc e
to fiuclc Mountain
i5i abou t 130k m o r
about D  9 0 min .
driuo. Th e last fe u
tniloc (fro m Broto n
onuiordrj) i o o n secondar y

roads.

HWY 1 6 WES T

Stony Spruc e
Plain Grou e

FOR IllOR C inr-ORfi lATIOfJ :

•\
U.of A.Obs .

Deuon

MY G O
SOUTH

k Leendcrs...
Onue Rool e

L.Ik I

Ellerslic
Obs. Sit e

Airport •- .

HWY ^39
Calmar

Thorsby

(Home o f th e Dar^Grill,Ar t Galler y
and Cultura l Palace. ) \Y  2

oLeduc

To RED DEER, '
CALr,ARV,
ARIZONA, etc.

N

W-

11 miles (17.5km) BRETON®

Prou. Road #612
(Also called Buc k Creek Rd.)

3.7 OH.
( S.Skm) At Breton, tur n mee t off

l-IUiy 1 2 ont o 1;612. Driue
11 miles. Turn sout h
(left), driv/e 3.7ir»iles.
The entranc e roa d is to
the right.
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NASA NEWS
A Th e Saturn Encounter

Pioneer 1 1 was launched on a mission t o Jupiter on April 5, 1973.

This spacecraft successfully flew by the giant planet on December 2 ,

1974, skimming 43,000 km above the cloud tops . Th e close passage

permitted th e gravity and motion of Jupiter to act as a slingshot,

increasing th e spacecraft's velocity and hurtling i t onto a trajectory

that carried i t across th e solar system t o an encounter with Saturn

in 1979. Th e spacecraft was renamed Pionee r Saturn . I t will be the

first spacecraft to reach Saturn.

The trajectory from Jupiter to Saturn was about three times as

long as the path from Earth to Jupiter. Pionee r fle w high above

the plane of Earth's orbit (plane of the ecliptic) reachin g a maximum

height of 164 million km toward the end of 1976. Projec t scientist s

decided to aim the spacecraft so that it will fly by Saturn just out-

side the outermost ring as it crosses throug h the plane of the rings.

It will approach much closer t o the planet while below th e ring plane.

Closest approach to Saturn takes place on September 1, 1979, when

Pioneer will skim only 21,400 km above the planet's cloud tops.

Pioneer Saturn will zoom down on the planet from above its

orbital plane. Th e spacecraft will cross th e plane of the ring system

two hours before closest approach. I t will continue in toward the

planet and pass its closest t o Saturn at 10:34 am M.D.T. Th e trajectory

then curves gently upwards and the spacecraft passes throug h the ring

plane again at 12:33 pm. Dat a will not be received at Earth until

85 minutes later, however .

During it s approach through the Saturn system Pioneer will approach

some of the satellites. Th e most important encounter will be with
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Titan when spin-scan images will be attempted on September 2. Othe r

satellites are too small and too far away to attempting imaging.

Preparations for the encounter will begin August 11 when a first

precessional maneuver will tak e place directing the big antenna of

the spaceship very accurately towards Earth. Durin g the long inter-

planetary voyage the spacecraft has been tracked on a reduced
.

schedule. Beginnin g August 26, it will be tracked simultaneously by

two 64 meter antennas of the Deep Space Network to ensure that no

data are lost by any interference at a single antenna. Th e spacecraft

will begin producing images of the planet of August 22 and will

continue until after the the encounter as long as useful data can be

obtained.

Observations planned with the Pioneer spacecraft at Saturn are:

* Map the magnetic fiel d of Saturn and determine its intensity, dir-

ection, and structure. Althoug h such a field has not been detected,

from Earth, several experts in planetary magnitism believe that

Saturn does have a magnetic core. Suc h a core would support the

probability of Saturn having a magnetic field .

* Determine the densities of electrons and protons of various

energies distributed along the trajectory of the spacecraft

the Saturn system.

* Map the interaction o f the Saturn system with the solar wind.

* Measure the temperature of Saturn's atmosphere and that of its

largest satellite, Titan.

* Determine the structure of Saturn's upper atmosphere where molecules

are expected to form an ionosphere.

* Map the thermal structure of Saturn's atmosphere by infrared obser-

vations coupled with data from radio occultations when the signal

is refracted as the spacecraft passes behind the planet.
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* Obtain spin-scan images of Saturn in two colors during the encounter

period, and close-up image s of special planetary features, including

the ring system and make polarimetry measurements of the planet, the

rings, and some of the satellites .

* Determine more precisely th e mass of Saturn and Titan by accurate

observations of the effects of their gravitational fields on the

motion of the spacecraft .

* Obtain information t o calculate with greater accuracy th e orbital

ephemeris of Saturn.

* Measure th e mass of the rings (an d possibly o f the A and B rings

individually) by observation of variations in the gravitational

field during close encounter .

* Determine the internal densit y distribution of the planet with

which t o estimate whether a solid core exists and how large it

might be.

* As a precursor to the Voyager mission, verify tha t the ring plane

may be safely crossed by the Voyager spacecraft without damage.

Summary of NASA News

Pioneer 1 0 crossed the orbit of Uranus on July 1 1 of this year.

The planet itself was nowhere near Pioneer 1 0 — i n fact it was on

the other side of the sun, 8.7 billion km away.

The spacecraft was launched on March 3, 1972 and flew past the

planet Jupiter in December of 1973. Th e spacecraft continues to

operate, and information about space in the outer solar system

continues t o be received.
*

Pioneer 1 0 is headed generally in the direction of Aldebaran, but

its ultimate destination relative to the constellations canno t be

calculated. I t is estimated tha t Pioneer 1 0 will encounter a star

about once every million years.
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EDTONTON CENTRE PUBLIC RELATIONS
This is a volunteer position responsible for —

— Th e organizing and advertising of Courses and Seminars sponsored

by the Edmonton Centre.

— Actin g as the R.A.S.C. contact with the media.

— Appearin g on radio and/or television promoting and explaining

astronomical events.

— Aidin g in Edmonton Centre fund-raising projects.

Jf, IJ.QU  cute.  JruLojuiAtzd,  you  aste  invJuted  £o  contact:
***** Te d Cadien., Cen&ie-  V^c&-f'/L&4Jjderut  '.. 454 - 94?7 *****

COMET BRADFIELD

Here is a listing of positions for the comet, compliments of Andrew

Lowe. The y are approximate only since this is based on only 4 posit-

ions over 3 days. (Position s for R.A., Dec and estimated magnitude)

July
Aug
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept

26
5
15
25
4
14
24

8hr
7
1
6
4
23
21

12
45
16
30
21
42
56

.86

.90

.47

.98

.82

.36

.85

+31
+38
+44
+51
+60
+45
+12

°24
33
26
32
40
46
13

.2

.3

.9

.6

.5

.5

.8

7
8
9
9
9
9
11

.6

.5

.3

.7

.7

.8

.1

.



EPMQMTM CEMTRE,  ROVAL  ASTRONOMICAL  SOCIETY OF CAMAPA

Anyone. -inttAtbtcd  -in  the.  many  ^acttf*  o&  aAtlonomy  ca n &.ind  oppo/ttu-
nitttA ^on.  AhaAtng  an d -incK-taAlng  thtAt  -inteAtAtA  b y becoming O44oe-
-iattd (V-ith  the.  Edmonton  CtntAt  ofa  the.  Royal  A-!,tAonomical  Socttty  o&
Canada. MewbtAAhlp  -includes  comptimnntoAy  admi&A-ion  t o tin  Queen
ELizabzth ?JtLanttaA.ium  ai weLt  at>  /ie.c<u.v-ing  the.  annuai  R . A . S . C .
Ofa^eAueA'A Handbook,  STARDUST  (the.  monthly  nzmizttoA  o&  the.  Edmonton
Ceittte) and the.  JouAnal  (and  NeiwletteA)  c&  the.  R . A . S . C .
bt-montkty,

0(5 the.  Czntsie.  one.  nutd  a t the.  Pianztasitujn  &veAy  second Monday
eacn month  (tx.ce.pt  JuJLy  an d August)  a t &'-00  pm. T/ie^e meeXoig*

gue^t ^>peafee/u whoAe.  toptc&  coue/t. oil  a^pecti o^  amatuiA  and
oAt/ionomy.

Tht ObAeAvt/i'A  G-toup o^ the.  Edmonton  CtntAt  mtztA  o n olteAnate.  Sunday*
at the.  Univun&tty  of,  AlbeAta  on  the.  4th  Float  o£  the.  Phy*<ic&  Bu^Hd-ing.
Anyont <intt/i&>te.d  -in  tht  many  oAptctA  o&  ob&eAvationa£  oAtAonomy  it>
tnv-ite.d t o attend.  Fofi  dt-tatL^  o{,  me.e£ing*  an d -tone-i, pltabt  colt  the.

ChajjipeAAon.

fitgaA.dA.ng mtmbtuhip  -in  th t Edmonton  Ctn&it  ma y be diAtC-ttd
tht PitA-idtnt  on.  th t TitaAuAeA,  on.  come t o a  itgiilaA.  montltly

mtzttng and  tnquuAt at  that  tunt.

EPMOMTO.V CEMTRE COUNCIL
Pfitdtdtnt: " Gasiy  F-inlty  ...... .....

Alan VyeA  
V-ict-Pitf>-idtnt Ttd  Cadttn  

Ivan RogeAA  
ChfuAtinc Kuiyk  

Edlton., STARVUST:  Pout  VtanA  
Ob^e^u^ng ChaJAptuon:  tiaA k LeendeAi 
National Council  Rep. Alan  VyeA  
Social Committee Head AudAty  Lothdt

Vavt Btalt,  Pave Bclchtsi,
Stew Kn.ijt>ko,  AndntM  Lowe,

Walton
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STARDUST
EDMONTON CENTRE, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
c/o Queen Elizabeth Planetarium

Coronation Park
Edmonton

NEXT GENERAL MEETING

September 10, 1979 @ 8:00 p m
Queen Elizabeth Planetarium .

OBSERVER'S CORNERS

August 5 — Persei d Meteor Preparations
August 19 - Planetary Observing & Grazing

Occultations
September 2 ~ Lunar Eclipse Observing and

Photography

Room 445, 4th Floor, Physics Building
University of Alberta (Use West Entrance)
1:30 pm Starting Time

OBSERVING SESSIONS

August 11 — Buc k Mountain (Perseids)
August 17 & 18 — Buc k Mountain
August 24 & 25 — Buc k Mountain

LUNAR ECLIPSE

Saturday September 4, Lunar Eclipse Seminar
Edmonton Public Library

September 6, 3:00am to 6:00 am
Lunar Eclipse Public Starnight
Queen Elizabeth Planetarium
BRING YOUR TELESCOPE




